TNF phase III signalling in tolerant cells is tightly controlled by A20 and CYLD.
Following the acute phase of an inflammatory reaction, a strictly controlled resolution of inflammation is necessary. A dysregulation of this process leads to hyperinflammation, chronic inflammatory disease, or immune paralysis. Different mechanisms participate in the coordinated termination of the inflammatory process, e.g. the expression of antiinflammatory molecules and different forms of tolerance. To better understand the processes which mediate resolution of TNF-dependent inflammation and induce tolerance, it is necessary to characterize the signal transduction quality during TNF long-term (pre)incubation. Within a time frame from 12 to 48h, designated as phase III of the TNF response, we measured an ongoing, constitutive activation of TNFR1/NF-κB-dependent pathways in monocytic cells. Phase III signalling which was also named "constitutive signaling in TNF tolerant cells" induces the expression of low- and high-sensitive target genes including A20 which is differentially regulated by transcriptional and proteolytic events. A20 strictly controls TNF long-term constitutive signalling in an IκB kinase complex- and partially RIP-dependent manner supported by adjuvant ABIN1. In addition, CYLD proteins participate in the regulation of this late-phase signal transduction, whereas downstream molecules such as Bcl3 and p50 are not involved. A20 and CYLD are expressed with different mRNA kinetics resulting in a strong or only a modest increase in protein levels, respectively. The identification of mechanisms which contribute to the termination of inflammation will provide additional diagnostic and therapeutic aspects to specifically diagnose certain aspects of inflammation and specifically modulate them.